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Zahra Guard is a user-friendly application that comes in handy to all those who want to use their
webcam or other video device for surveillance and motion detection. Users can choose the exact
date and time when the monitoring process should start so that they can efficiently protect their
house, office or kids. Zahra Guard also comes with a web broadcasting feature that enables users to
view their pictures online. Reviews and ratings for Zahra Guard: No votes yet Are you an existing
user? With one click of your mouse you can register your nickname. It can be either your real name
or you can choose any name which you prefer. After your nickname registration the application will
move to the "My Account" menu which will be the primary menu for you to use. There are many
features in the application. Take a look at this list to find out what else Zahra Guard has to offer.
Zahra Guard Links and Specifications Sponsors for Zahra Guard Guard-Box.jpg Zahra Guard details
and features: Zahra Guard is a user-friendly application that comes in handy to all those who want to
use their webcam or other video device for surveillance and motion detection. Users can choose the
exact date and time when the monitoring process should start so that they can efficiently protect
their house, office or kids. Zahra Guard also comes with a web broadcasting feature that enables
users to view their pictures online. You can view your cameras' live video feeds from the
application's user interface or, if you are looking to add extra security, you can also set up alarms to
alert you if a movement is detected. Zahra Guard also comes with a web broadcasting feature that
enables you to view your pictures online. If you are looking for a surveillance system for your house,
Zahra Guard can be the solution for you. It is compatible with all the Webcam models that can be
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Latest News Webcam Monitor shows you and others what happens at your home with Zahra Guard
Download With Full Crack Zahra Guard is a program that comes in handy to all those who want to
use their webcam or other video device for surveillance and motion detection. Zahra Guard allows
you to know what happens to you or others at your house. With Zahra Guard you can: Know who
visits your home, and view on-line any possible intruders. Set motion detection settings and get
notified when the alarm is triggered. View your pics on the web. Solve audio problems. Protect your
privacy. How Zahra Guard Works: • Set the working hours of the application. The only thing you have
to do is to select the hours on which you will work and any other time is excluded. • Choose the
channel. There are already on-line channels on which you can monitor the status of your camera
without buying any additional hardware. The application will scan all the devices and, if the required
channel is available, it will be used instead of the webcam connected to the computer. • Now you
can select the days and times you want to know what happens at your house. You can specify the
hours, the minutes or the seconds and any other specific time is excluded. • The application runs in
the background. There is no need for additional programs. • If you want to monitor your camera
every few seconds you can use the time intervals feature. • The application records video in a
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separate folder to prevent you from wasting time by searching for stuff. Any video file in the folder is
deleted after thirty days. • With the new Zahra Guard version you can view the pictures you are
watching and know when the alarm is raised. • The program has a new video broadcasting feature
that allows you to publish the video recorded by your webcam directly online. Zahra Guard Features:
• A comprehensive and handy monitoring program that works with any webcam or video device. •
Includes a web broadcasting feature that enables you to view your pictures on the web. • An in-built
video recording feature that allows you to know what happens at your house. • In-built time intervals
feature that allows you to set a time interval on which your camera will be activated and then
deactivated. • The application includes a new broadcast feature that allows you to publish
3a67dffeec
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Zahra Guard Activator
.✓ Use the webcam or video device for monitoring. .✓ Select the exact date and time when the
monitoring process should start. .✓ Set a file of screenshots that will show when the device is in use.
.✓ Once the monitoring process starts, the system notifies users via SMS or phone call. .✓ Images
and videos are stored in cloud. .✓ The program offers great usability. .✓ Web broadcasting feature
allows users to view their pictures and videos online. .✓ It is easy to use and has simple user
interface. .✓ It is compatible with different OS and devices. .✓ No installation or registration is
required. Requirements .✓ An internet connection is needed. .✓ Windows 10, 8, 7, Vista, XP. .✓
Running on any of the following mobiles: iPhone, iPad, iPhone & iPad Zahra Guard is a user-friendly
application that comes in handy to all those who want to use their webcam or other video device for
surveillance and motion detection. Users can choose the exact date and time when the monitoring
process should start so that they can efficiently protect their house, office or kids. Zahra Guard also
comes with a web broadcasting feature that enables users to view their pictures online. Zahra Guard
Description: .✓ Use the webcam or video device for monitoring. .✓ Select the exact date and time
when the monitoring process should start. .✓ Set a file of screenshots that will show when the device
is in use. .✓ Once the monitoring process starts, the system notifies users via SMS or phone call. .✓
Images and videos are stored in cloud. .✓ The program offers great usability. .✓ Web broadcasting
feature allows users to view their pictures and videos online. .✓ It is easy to use and has simple user
interface. .✓ It is compatible with different OS and devices. .✓ No installation or registration is
required. Requirements .✓ An internet connection is needed. .✓ Windows 10, 8, 7, Vista, XP. .✓
Running on any of the following mobiles: iPhone, iPad, iPhone & iPad Zahra Guard is a user-friendly
application that comes in handy to all those who want to use their webcam or other

What's New in the Zahra Guard?
- Manages daily video recording and monitoring and prevents sudden changes without much
thinking. - Assigns or submits the access to the web broadcasting features that enables users to view
their pictures online. - Has a web broadcasting feature that enables users to view their pictures
online. - Has an alarm function for emergency situations such as fire alarms, burglary and air raid. Has a function for changing the target image for the scenario according to the weather condition. Has a function for configuring the scenario according to the weather conditions by selecting the
appropriate weather images. Zahra Guard is a free app that can be installed on iOS devices. You can
download Zahra Guard from AppStore or from Google Play Store. Remember that, Zahra Guard is
designed for the monitoring of the security systems only, but it does not prevent a possible theft.
*Apps may be downloaded directly to your home computer or to a USB key and transferred to a
smartphone via iTunes. *You must have a WiFi connection for downloading the.apk file to your
computer. Please be noted that you can't download apps using a 3G network. Skulls is a puzzle game
with a collection of 250 challenging puzzle levels. Your goal is to collect all the skulls and solve the
puzzle in the given time limit. A Pause button and an Amazing Levels button will help you solve the
puzzle easily. However, the game's challenging level is designed to test your mental and manual
skills. Skulls features: - 50 Challenging Puzzles! - Amazing Levels! - Amazing Achievements! Amazing Gameplay! - Amazing Background Theme! - Amazing Controls! - Amazing Screen Effects! Amazing Sound Effects! - Amazing Features! - Amazing Game Information! - Amazing Game
Screenshots! Fly Away Man is a bird game in which you need to guide a fairy to her cottage, avoiding
all the obstacles in the way. Fly Away Man Features: - Intuitive controls - Several options for you to
choose from - Amazing bird and fairy graphics - Amazing power-ups - Amazing physics - Amazing
gameplay - Amazing music - Amazing backgrounds - Amazing sound effects - Amazing pixel graphics
- Amazing physics - Special Features: - Smooth and simple controls - Amazing game play - Amazing
graphics - Amazing physics - Amazing physics - Amazing background - Amazing backgrounds Amazing music
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System Requirements For Zahra Guard:
OS: Windows 7 (64bit) Processor: Intel Core2 Duo 2.66GHz Memory: 2 GB Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 760, AMD HD 7870, or an equivalent DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband internet
connection Hard Drive: 14 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX compatible with 7.1ch surround
sound Video Card: Nvidia GeForce GTX 560 or AMD HD 7870 or equivalent Other: Wacom tablet
and/or keyboard required for gameplay. Recent
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